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americans on the road: from autocamp to motel, 1910-1945 - americans on the road: from autocamp to
motel, 1910-1945, by warren james belasco. cambridge: the mit press, 1979. pp. xi, 212. photographs,
bibliographical guide, index. $14.95. during the early twentieth century more and more americans not only
acquired automobiles, but took to the road as tourists and cross-country travelers. historic-age motels in
texas from 1950s to the 1970s - historic-age motels in texas from the 1950s to the 1970s: an annotated
guide to selected studies 2 review of national register nominations and historic index: vol. 1, no. 1
(1994)–vol. 14, no. 3 (2007) - american road: the story of an epic transcontinental journey at the dawn of
the motor age: v.10 (2) 9-10 (4) 13 americans on the road: from autocamp to motel: v.5 (3) 25 ames
monument: v.2 (1) 4 (3,4) 15-16 v.4 (3) 35 v.9 (1) 10 v.10 (2) 7 angove, rodney: v.12 (2) 14-16 annual
conference 1993: v.1 (1) 5-10 life along the road: the tourist camp in south dakota - the automobile
changed americans in almost every way a people can be changed. it changed where we went, how we got
there, and what ... autocamp as various economic and social factors changed the dynam-ics of the roadside.
first, the depression put millions of people out of ... americans on the road: from autocamp to motel.
1910-1945 (baltimore ... home on the road: the motor home in america (review) - warren belasco’s
americans on the road: from autocamp to motel(1979) treats the subject in a broader context. white traces the
history of the motor home through the “early adopters”at the beginning of the twentieth century to the 1990s,
when winnebago produced its 250,000th motor home and the the library - madmuseum - americans on the
road: from autocamp to motel 1910-1945. baltimore, md: the johns hopkins university press, 1997. lewis, tom.
... hit the road, jack: essays on the culture of the american road. montreal & kingston, london, ithaca: mcgillqueen’s university press, 2012. american road narratives - project muse - american road narratives ann
brigham published by university of virginia press brigham, ann. ... americans on the road: from autocamp to
motel, 1910 – 1945. baltimore: johns hopkins up, 1979. ... “americans’ love of luxury on the road fuels rv
craze.” st. louis post dispatch 12 jun. 2003: f1. lexisnexis®academic. web. 18 oct. cedar pass lodge habs
sd-25 badlands national park interior - motel, were popular lodging options for the auto touring middle
class. camping was more affordable, but rustic, while simple rental cabins provided basic accommodations for
modest fees. in his classic study . americans on the road, historian warren belasco traces the evolution of
informal autocamping into the early motel. 8. 5. ibid., 221, 182. historic roadside development structures
on minnesota ... - nichols, a. r. "coordination of road design and landscape design." manuscript prepared for
the group meeting on road design at the convention of american association of state highway officials, san
fransisco, dec. 1936. nichols, a. r. "highway design: its relation to landscape objectives." proceedings article
title: the lincoln highway in nebraska: the ... - keywords: "seedling mile"; americans on the road: from
autocamp to motel; travel [magazine]; ... entitled to have a certificate and the road means as much to you as
it does to the man with the big touring car.? the route was quickly marked from coast to coast by red, white,
and blue
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